October 13, 2020
To:
LMG PAC; Lindsey Must Go
From: Kevin Akins and Graham Willard, ALG Research
Re:
Polling Results in South Carolina’s U.S. Senate Race
Recent poll results in South Carolina’s U.S. Senate race show Democrat Jaime Harrison neck
and neck with incumbent Republican Lindsey Graham. With less than one month before
Election Day, the current vote stands at 46% Harrison to 46% Graham and 3% voting for
Constitution Party candidate Bill Bledsoe. 5% of South Carolina voters remain undecided.
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Other key findings:
-

Voters have an unfavorable opinion of Lindsey Graham (44% favorable / 51%
unfavorable) and give Graham a net negative job rating as U.S. Senator (44% positive /
50% negative). Graham also has a poor impression among Independent voters, with a
24% favorable / 64% unfavorable personal popularity rating and just a 26% positive job
rating among Independents.

-

By contrast, voters have net favorable impressions of Jaime Harrison, an impressive feat
for a Democrat in South Carolina at this stage of the race (49% favorable / 43%
unfavorable). Harrison’s image is also strong among Independent voters at this juncture
(53% favorable / 35% unfavorable).

Public and private polling shows the race for U.S. Senate in South Carolina as too close to
call, and one of the tightest statewide races in the nation. Democrat Jaime Harrison has a
real chance to unseat Republican Lindsey Graham this fall.
ALG Research conducted a poll of n=1,011 likely 2020 general election voters in South Carolina. This survey consists of n=711
voters statewide, as well as an oversample of n=300 voters who self-identify as Republicans. The survey was conducted between
September 29 – October 5 and weighted to match traditional Presidential year turnout demographics in South Carolina. Because the
survey was conducted online, there is no calculated margin of error.

